Some Strong - Severe Storms Possible This afternoon – Evening Widespread Rain to continue

Strong Storms Possible This Afternoon
Main Threat Area: Southeast and East Central Kansas

Where
Southeast and east central KS; where it is partly sunny during the afternoon

Hail
Could be as large as golf balls

Wind
Gusts up to 60 mph

When
2 PM to 6 PM for strong storms; rain lingering into the overnight period
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Severe Weather Details

- Primary hazard will be hail and strong storms
- Primary time frame 2 PM – 7 PM today
- Best chance for a strong to severe storm will be in east central Kansas
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Legend:
- General Thunderstorms
- 1 - Marginal Risk
- 2 - Slight Risk
Widespread 1 to 2 inches of rain is likely.

Some areas may exceed 2.25” with the best chance in east central Kansas

Map below is the ‘most likely forecast’. Expect a wider range with local areas receiving up to an inch more or less than this forecast.

River flows remain low, and flooding is not a substantial concern outside of localized areas if intense rain develops.
Resources

- NWS Topeka Website
- Severe Weather Decision Support Page
- Fire Weather Decision Support Page
- Winter Weather Decision Support Page:
- Latest River Stages and River Forecasts
- Weather Prediction Center (Rainfall)
- Weather Prediction Center (Winter)